Scultptology – Sculptology is the process of making non-invasive body contouring scientific again. To us, body sculpting is more than just a treatment - it’s an exciting science! From the moment you walk through the doors of Sculptology and speak with our remarkably skilled providers, see a next generation digital body imaging version of yourself, to the moment you show off your head-turning result, you’ll notice the difference and we will be able to measure them. We don’t simply offer CoolSculpting - we focus on it exclusively, as it is the catalyst to your wellness-focused lifestyle. It’s our belief that when you feel good, you do good, precisely why we refer to our outreach as Sculptology Life. Wellness is so much more than your figure, workout, or diet. We are advocates for total wellness - that of our families, our community, and our world. Call (925)-660-7111 or visit www.sculptology.com to book your complimentary consultation to discover what Sculptology can do for you.